Complex organisms, particularly mammals, have long generation times and produce small numbers of progeny that undergo increasingly entangled developmental programs. This reduces the ability of such organisms to explore evolutionary space, and, consequently, strategies that mitigate this problem likely have a strategic advantage. Here, we suggest that animals exploit the controlled shuffling of transposons to enhance genomic variability in conjunction with a molecular screening mechanism to exclude deleterious events. Accordingly, the removal of repressive DNAmethylation marks during male germ cell development is an evolved function that exploits the mutagenic potential of transposable elements. A wave of transcription during the meiotic phase of spermatogenesis produces the most complex transcriptome of all mammalian cells, including genic and noncoding sense-antisense RNA pairs that enable a genome-wide quality-control mechanism. Cells that fail the genomic quality test are excluded from further development, eventually resulting in a positively selected mature sperm population. We suggest that these processes, enhanced variability and stringent molecular quality control, compensate for the apparent reduced potential of complex animals to adapt and evolve.
Introduction
The evolution of organisms by natural selection relies on the generation of genetic and phenotypic variability and the selection of the subset of the population that is best able to survive and reproduce, with the reciprocal loss of those individuals whose characteristics render them less competitive. The basic algorithm that drives evolution is therefore "generate variation and test" (the evolutionary algorithm), which is ultimately a probability function. 1 Those lineages that can run the algorithm most efficiently and stringently (i.e., those that have short generation times and large progeny sizes, with strong competition for survival) will have an intrinsic strategic advantage in exploring and locating habitable space.
This reciprocally creates a challenge for multicellular organisms, which have comparably long generation times and few progeny. This problem is amplified as developmental complexity increases and the ability to run the normal evolutionary algorithm is slowed by orders of magnitude in time. The dilemma is compounded by the difficulty of introducing and testing adaptive changes in complex genetic programs. Ostensibly, in mammals and especially in primates, there has been a profitable trade-off between reproductive volume and reproductive success, the latter based on cognitive advancement, which requires significant investment in nurturing progeny. Nevertheless, in the absence of compensatory strategies, it seems that the implicit price of developmental complexity and cognitive capacity is slowed evolution.
Consequently, there must be a strong background (secondary or strategic) selective advantage in finding innovative solutions to ameliorate the problem, by optimizing the frequency of relevant variation and improving selection filters. Thus, extant complex organisms will be expected to have developed progressively more sophisticated strategies to improve their ability to search evolutionary space, and therefore enhance their long-term competitiveness. By extension, successful (that is, extant) lineages will have selected and retained these capacities.
Thus, there must be a selective advantage not just for new adaptive traits per se, but also, and more generally and potentially more powerfully, for mechanisms that optimize the search for evolutionary innovation and adaptation. Here, we make the case that an important part of this strategy has been to increase emphasis on the generation and selection of genetic variants in male germ cells. Undifferentiated spermatogonia are produced in enormous numbers, especially in mammals, where the ratio of spermatogonia compared to ova and zygotes is in the order of 10 9 or higher. This large number of cells allows for extensive experimentation giving even highly unlikely events-that is, beneficial mutations-a greater chance to occur. Conversely, the vast experimental output with predominantly negative or silent changes must undergo exquisitely tight screening to ensure that sperm with deleterious changes are eliminated. To put it another way, all the "money" is on a very limited number of "bets," since a single cell fertilizes the egg and gives rise to a single offspring, of which there are not many produced in a reproductive lifetime.
The scenario that mutational variation and initial selection and quality control have been transferred in substantial part from the zygote to the sperm fits with the known temporal events in spermatogenesis, including DNA demethylation, the activation of transposition, its subsequent suppression by Piwi-interacting RNA (piRNA)-mediated pathways, the genome-wide wave of transcription that is followed by chromatin compaction, and large-scale apoptosis of immature sperm cells. [2] [3] [4] We propose that these processes represent stages of a developmental program to enable the mobilization of transposable elements (TEs), which, through quasi-random insertion, promote variation in the genome. The transcriptional burst in the meiotic phase of spermatogenesis that produces the most complex transcriptome of all tissue, including the brain, 5 represents the next important event in the proposed developmental program. Accordingly, the germ line-specific program 6 enables pervasive transcription as the prerequisite for genomic quality screening to reduce the deleterious side effects of transposon insertions and recombination errors ( Figs. 1 and 2) . Intriguingly, the proposed stringent quality-control mechanism also helps to explain how complex organisms, humans in particular, can thrive in a highly mutagenic environment. and transposition. While there is innovation in protein space, the proteome of mammals is remarkably stable, and many homologous and orthologous proteins only differ by a few codons between species. It is generally (although not universally) acknowledged that most phenotypic innovation and adaptive radiation in animals occurs by alterations to the regulatory superstructure rather than the repertoire of protein components. [8] [9] [10] Transposition can efficiently mobilize modular regulatory cassettes into both the genome and transcriptome and is therefore well suited to enable innovation. Consistent with this idea, high levels of transposon-derived RNA are expressed in germ cells, and the enzymes required for integration can be visualized in postmeiotic spermiocytes. 11 Novel male germ line insertions are detectable that cause significant variation of the transposon landscape in closely related animals and even within strains of the same species. 12 The detection of random transposition events in individual germ cells, however, is challenging, since these cells lack clonal expansion and retrotransposition events may in fact be underestimated. Retrotransposition is also reported to occur in early embryos at a high level, leading to mosaicism in clonally expanded stem cells. 13 It is likely that the system is itself selectively tuned to avoid transposition into protein-coding sequences, which is logical in evolutionary terms and supported by the nonrandom distribution of TEs in the mammalian genome.
14 The pattern of insertion suggests that promoter regions of protein-coding genes are preferentially targeted, while the 3 ends and introns are affected to a lesser extent. 12 Intriguingly, proteincoding sequences, mutagenesis of which often has catastrophic consequences, 15 remain untouched. Our hypothesis predicts a developmental program that promotes genomic innovation through TE transposition to secure long-term competitiveness. A window of genomic innovation is opened during the early stages of spermatogenesis, which occur during embryogenesis in humans and mice. Genome-wide active demethylation occurs and enables mobilization of various classes of transposable elements. 16 The process is terminated by piRNAdriven genome-wide DNA de novo remethylation. 17 A second window of relaxed transposon suppression seems to occur during the meiotic phase of spermatogenesis in adult testis of mammals. 18 The emerging underlying mechanisms involve DNA hypomethylation, germ line-specific promoter usage, and a subset of pachytene piRNAs. [18] [19] [20] As long as TEs are predominantly a threat to genome stability, enhanced transposition is an undesirable by-product of DNA hypomethylation at the onset of meiosis (and also during other phases of germ line and somatic development) and amounts to genomic "Russian roulette" with little biological rationale. 3 If, however, the innovative potential of TE activation is emphasized, DNA demethylation promotes the search for a novel competitive edge. Intriguingly, the methylation status of intracisternal A particles (IAPs, a highly active family of retroviral elements in rodents) depends on the nutritional status of the animal, and hypomethylation can be reversed with a diet rich in methyl donors (e.g., choline, methionine). 21 TEs could therefore act as sensors and respond to sustained shortage of food with increased transposition and an intensified search for genomic innovation. 22 Mammals, which arguably display the highest level of organismal complexity, allow transposition twice during spermatogenesis and have evolved an efficient filter to screen for deleterious mutations (as we will argue in the next section). The mechanism involves pachytene piRNAs and endogenous siRNAs (endo-siRNAs) derived from sense/ antisense transcription of genic loci and other pervasive transcription and enables a positive selection of cells that continue the development into mature sperm cells. 23, 24 During sperm development, maturation, fertilization, and early embryogenesis, the number of potential offspring gradually decreases and is progressively phenotypically refined, as outlined below. Indeed, the strategy actively exploiting evolutionary space only works with an extremely robust screening mechanism in place to ensure only the fittest sperm make it through to the egg.
Improving selection filters: optimizing part 2 of the evolutionary algorithm
It has been known for many years, although never satisfactorily explained, that transcription in the testis is more extensive than in any other tissue, even the brain, which is far more complex than any other somatic tissue. 5, 25 The finding that many of the mRNAs produced in testis are not translatedin-depth analysis of the transcriptome and proteome show little overlap-indicates that the act of transcription or the RNA itself (and not the encoded protein) are of biological importance. 26, 27 Another clue to the relevance and importance of this transcription is provided by analysis of the pattern of antisense transcription, which is qualitatively different from other tissues and favors the formation of endo-siRNAs and piRNAs from natural antisense transcripts (NATs). 19, 24, 28, 29 The fact that these NATs share complementarity with their cognate mRNAs [30] [31] [32] [33] make the related piRNAs and endosiRNAs perfect guides to target effector complexes to protein-coding transcripts. We propose that senseantisense hybrid formation and germ cell-specific RNA interference represent key events in the genomic quality-control mechanism that is essential to mitigating the consequences of enhanced transposition. Accordingly, genomic damage (inflicted by transposon insertion or other mutagenic events) triggers a cascade to eliminate the cell if transcripts from the affected gene fail to reach the cytoplasm (Fig. 2) . Recent findings on piRNAs 34 and endosiRNAs, 23 as well as evidence from the fields of RNA interference and transcriptomics (reviewed in Refs. 30, 31, and 35) , provide the conceptual framework for our model. In other words, a protein-coding mRNA is deemed "fit for purpose" if it is exported in adequate amounts to the cytoplasm-a test that poorly transcribed, misfolded, mis-spliced, or unstable mRNAs fail.
The following paragraph explains the proposed control mechanism in a scenario where a proteincoding mRNA shares complementarity with a processed antisense transcript; nonetheless, the mechanism could be relevant to other transcriptional units that produce complementary RNA. Interestingly, both endo-siRNAs and pachytene piRNAs originate from protein-coding genes that are significantly enriched in antisense transcripts, suggesting that the two branches of RNA interference may be intertwined via common testis-specific effector proteins. 19, 36 The molecular basis and genomic background of the mechanism in Figure 2 is explained in more detail in other papers. 33, 37 In the first step of the proposed sequence of events (Fig. 2) , both sense transcript and antisense transcript are generated, spliced, and fully processed. In fact, the mRNA-like structure of many antisense transcripts has been confirmed experimentally. 38, 39 Thereafter, the complementary transcripts have two options. In the first, they are exported to the cytoplasm and sequestered in the chromatoid body (CB), a prominent and dynamic RNA-processing center in (haploid) spermiocytes that harbors a plethora of short and long RNAs including mRNAs as well as components of the RNA interference (RNAi) machinery and enzymes of the nonsense-mediated decay pathway. 40, 41 Alternatively, the hybrids are processed into endo-siRNAs and/or piRNAs by nuclear dicer or an undefined endonuclease. 42 The sense/antisense-derived small RNAs are exported to the cytoplasm, where they form a complex with Argonaute proteins. 41, 43, 44 These so-called pre-RISCs (RNA-induced silencing complexes) can bind the small RNAs in both orientations, meaning that two versions of the complex are formed, one complementary to the sense transcript and the other complementary to the antisense transcript. [45] [46] [47] Both pre-RISCs will search for their complementary target molecule and find it either within the chromatoid body or-if absent there-at the transcription site in the nucleus. 34, [48] [49] [50] Nuclear RISC has been implicated in transcriptional gene silencing in various mammalian systems, [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] and we propose that the inflicted chromatin mark will abort further development of the spermiocyte. A comparable strategy of endo-siRNAi-based screening of genetic material has been described for the licensing of novel genes in Caenorhabditis elegans, 53 as well as for programmed DNA rearrangement and elimination in lower eukaryotes. 54, 55 According to this hypothesis, the pass/fail criterion for a bidirectionally transcribed gene is whether the transcripts make it to the CB. Any transposon insertion that significantly reduces transcription or interferes with processing or nuclear export will deplete the affected transcript from the CB. As a consequence, the specific pre-RISC will enter the nucleus and find its target on the nascent sense transcript, and the sperm harboring the mutation will be eliminated (Fig. 2) . Intriguingly, mouse testis displays very efficient nonsense-mediated decay (NMD) and expresses the highest level of NMD core proteins among 13 tissues including the brain. 56 This proposed transcriptional proofreading checks the retention of a cogent transcriptional landscape, and eliminates, albeit crudely, a large proportion of all nascent spermatocytes, contributing to the massive attrition at this point. 57 Cell viability is probably the most effective and active filter: if the resulting mutation results in apoptosis, the mutation is terminal.
Interestingly, substantial attrition of oocytes occurs during female embryonic germ line development; the process is linked to transposon mobilization and occurs at meiotic prophase I. The expression of a transposon-encoded protein particle (L1RNP) is monitored, and high levels provoke attrition of oocytes. 58 As a result, female germ cells are selected for low transposon activity; in contrast, the mechanism we propose for male germ cells applies to later stages, permitting transposon integration and the generation of genome variability.
The positively selected sperm population has to survive further tests, the first of which may be environmental stability such as temperature variance, physical stress, or pathogen defense. 57, 59 Added to this is physical fitness: properly developed sperm must have characteristics necessary for mobilization to run the gantlet-which may also broadly explain the long journey that nascent spermatocytes have to undergo through seminiferous tubulesand to effectively compete to reach and fertilize the egg before others. Finally, there is selection during embryogenesis, where many fertilized eggs do not advance past early stages of gestation, resulting in high early miscarriage rates in humans. These later selection filters, however, screen for cellular performance, and molecular faults will go unnoticed if the phenotypic consequences of the defects are efficiently compensated or only manifest later during development. The proofreading mechanism we suggest safeguards early steps of protein synthesis: it eliminates mutations that prevent the mRNA of the affected gene from reaching the cytoplasm and being translated. This is an intriguingly simple strategy; a protein-coding gene that cannot produce a protein is hardly beneficial to the emerging organism, and its elimination will enhance the chances for better candidates. To summarize, we propose that mammals have optimized the evolutionary algorithm by opening an additional window of opportunity for TE transposition to promote variability in the huge numbers of developing sperm. The transcriptomes of the randomly mutagenized cells are afterwards tested by an RNAi-based mechanism for deleterious defects in RNA synthesis and maturation. In combination with the physical challenges involved in reaching the egg, this molecular quality control ensures that the developmental cogency of the offspring is at least maintained. Intriguingly, the proposed stringent quality-control mechanism also provides an elegant solution to the debated problem of how complex organisms, humans in particular, can thrive in a highly mutagenic environment. Current estimates of mutation rates predict that, in the absence of purifying selection of germ cells, deleterious changes will accumulate within a few generations to a level incompatible with a fit and thriving population, referred to as the mutation paradox in humans. 7 Ironically, the creationist movement uses the positively selected sperm population as prime evidence for the existence of a divine force in evolution.
Conclusion
The potential for transferring some of the experimental strategies in evolution to sperm in animals, especially mammals, is appealing both logically and evidentially. It makes the obvious and largely confirmed prediction that individual organisms, such as humans and mice, will display individual transposon profiles, including novel insertions. 9, 60 Enhanced transposition to promote variability may also occur at other stages of the life cycle, and for other reasons. There is evidence of transposon mobilization in embryogenesis 61 and in the brain, 62, 63 the latter potentially to create somatic diversity. In addition, different classes of transposons may have evolved different roles in the evolutionary dynamics of germ lines and the plasticity of somatic cells in animals. 22 Preliminary evidence suggests that this may have been accompanied by the coevolution of genes, like the RNA-editing enzymes APOBEC (apolipoprotein B mRNA-editing enzyme, catalytic polypeptide-like) and the Rett syndrome-related MeCP2 (methyl CpG binding protein 2), to domesticate and regulate the process. 64, 65 In any case, we suggest that the addition of transpositional experimentation and selection in sperm has been an important, and thus far unappreciated, aspect of the evolution of evolvability, especially in mammals.
